[Quantitative evaluation of CT-MRI images of various tumors with expansive or infiltrative growth pattern].
To investigate quantitatively the proliferation of tumors in characteristic of either expansive or infiltrative growth pattern. The CT/MRI images of 34 tumor patients with 6 different pathological types were adopted to undergo quantitative evaluation of the growth pattern of these tumors. Three key parameters, fractal dimension (Df) of the border between the tumor and neighboring tissues, degree of heterogeneity (H), and clumsiness (C) inside the tumor, were computed numerically. The Df values of the infiltrative tumors were higher than those of the expansive tumors, thus revealing the more evident complexity and openness of the border of infiltrative tumor. Heterogeneity and clumsiness existed within both expansive and infiltrative tumors. The clumsiness derived from heterogeneity and they were correlated positively with each other. The growth coefficient of clumsiness of the expansive tumor was greater than that of the infiltrative tumor. The method to analyze the fractal dimension of tumor border, and degrees of heterogeneity and clumsiness within a tumor presented in this paper gives some enlightenment to the fundamental research in characterizing tumor growth and shows practical value in clinical diagnosis of tumor, and may be of benefit to the quantitative evaluation of radiological images and computer-aided diagnosis.